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NOTES 
On Subsets Containing a Family of Non-Commensurable 
Subsets of A Finite Set 
Communicated by Mark Kae 
Erd~s has suggested the following conjecture. Let ..g be a family of 
subsets of an n-element set S, no two of whose members are ordered by 
inclusion. Let Y be the family consisting of subsets of S containing one 
members of X. If X has ( n ] or more members, with or  more 
\ m / 
0 < m < [n/2] the Y must have at least ~o k members, with 
exactly this number only if X consists of all subsets containing exactly 
n -- m elements of S, In this paper we prove this conjecture. 
Let yj and x i be the number of sets, in Y and X respectively, containing 
exactly j elements of S. These quantities must satisfy 
or with 
yj+~ >_ Xj+l + yj 9 (n - j ) / (y  + 1) 
) /( n ) 
f l i+l ==- Yj+l + 1 ' ~ ==- xs+l + 1 ' 
~j+l  = (Z]+I JU /~j ; (1) 
since each element of Y with j + 1 elements is either an element of X 
(in which case it contains no other element of Y) or contains at most 
( j  + 1) of the j element sets in Y, each of which is contained in (n -- j )  
distinct ( j  + 1) element subsets of S. 
These relations imply, that 
J 
/~j--> ~ ~k (2) 
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and, since ft, _< 1, that 
Without loss of generality for our purposes we may suppose that ai = 0 
for j < In/2], since any members of X having [n/2] -- 1 or fewer elements 
could be replaced by [n/2] element sets without altering the defining 
properties of X while reducing the number of members of Y. 
The number of elements [X] of X then satisfies 
(n) 
IX ]= ~ x~= ~ c 9 (3) 
j=0 j=[n/2] J 
while the number ] Y I of elements of Y satisfies, by equation (2) 
- -  k=tn/~ y=k J ]=tn/2] k=O j -~ k " 
(.)/(.)is In the range n>j>[n /2] ,  k~0,  the ratio j - kk  j 
function of j and hence an increasing function of [ n decreasing a 
k J ] 9 
If we define an+ aso that ~s=tnm'~n+l ~. = 1, from equation (3) we may con- 
sider [ X [ as the average value of ( n ) j over a distribution of j values 
characterized by weights cq. The average value of 
( j ; k )  (which is [ ( j ; k ) / (  ~ )] " ( j  )) 
over the same distribution must be no less than what it is at the value of 
j cor respond ingtotheaverageva lueof (n ) .  Thisvalue o f j inour  
J 
is n -- m or less since by hypothesis [X  1~ ( n / .  We there- case 
fore have -- \ n -- m / 
5] c 9 > i=tn/z~ j + k -- n--m + k 
with equality only if af = d(n_,m.. 
We can then conclude that 
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tn/~J ( n ) 
I Y I>Z -- 
- e=o n- -mq-k  
with equality only if a i ----~jcn-,~). 
,~=o k 
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A Shor t  P roo f  o f  Sperner ' s  Lemma 
Let S denote a set of N objects. By a Sperner collection on S we mean 
a collection of subsets of S such that no one contain another. In [1], 
Sperner showed that no such collection could have more than NCtN/~ 
members. This follows immediately from the somewhat stronger 
THEOREM. Let F be a Sperner collection on S. Then 
~aer2cC~all ~ 1, 
where I A] denotes the cardinality of A. 
PROOF. For each A c S, exactly [ A I!(N -- [ A l)t maximal chains 
of S (as a lattice under set inclusion) contain A. Since none of the N! 
maximal chains of S meet F more than once, we have 
proving the theorem. 
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